Specifications:
Division 4200—Unit Masonry

PART II—PRODUCTS

2.01 BRICK

A. Facing Brick

1. Manufacturer:
   Carolina Ceramics
   Brick Company
   9931 Two Notch Road
   Columbia, SC 29223-4390
   803.788.1916

2. ASTM C 216, Grade SW,
   Type __________________________
   (FBS, FBA, or FBX)

3. Blend Name:

4. Texture:

5. Dimensions:
   __________(bd) x __________ (h)
   x __________ (l)

6. Minimum Compressive Strength:

7. Provide brick similar in texture and
   physical properties to those available
   for inspection at architect/engineer’s
   office.

8. Do not exceed variations in color
   and texture of samples accepted by
   architect/engineer.

9. Special shape brick:

   Drawing #/(s) ______________________

   per details supplied by

   to Carolina Ceramics. Final approval by
   project architect prior to manufacture.

B. Paving Brick

1. ASTM C-902, Class SX, Type I, and
   ASTM C-1272, Type R, Application PX.

PART III—EXECUTION

Cleaning shall be as per
specification in BIA Technical notes
#20 and/or #14.